ARCHITECTURAL DIMENSION STYLE
Enter the appropriate scale factor of the drawing here. Create separate dimension styles for each drawing scale need. i.e. You’ll probably utilize ¼”=1'-0” and a 1½”=1'-0” scales so you might want to name their separate dimension styles “arch1-4” and “arch1.5” to notate the scale for which each is set.
Select 0'-0 1/32" from this drop-down. This will measure to the nearest 1/32" for all dimensions.
ARCHITECTURAL MLEADER STYLE

Enter the appropriate scale factor of the drawing here. Create separate multileader styles for each drawing scale need. i.e. You’ll probably utilize ¼”=1'-0" and a 1½”=1'-0" scales so you might want to name their separate multileader styles “arch1-4” and “arch1.5” to notate the scale for which each is set.